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Transgender people cannot reach to adequate infor-
mation during their transition process. To this end, 
we target to ensure their access to adequate informa-
tion, to give them technical advice and to reinforce 
them in this process.

“Transgender people cannot reach to 
adequate information during their 
transition process. ”

>>

COUNSELLING CENTRE 
FOR TRANSGENDER PEOPLE 
ASSOCIATION (T-DER)

1
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Preparing a guide concerning the transition process
Generating datas
Ensuring visibility on media
Preparing a leaflet on FAQ 
Training medical staff
Lobbying before the Ministry of Justice for the pur-
pose of training lawyers and judges regarding trans-
gender rights.
Lobbying before the Ministry of Health for the pur-
pose of reinforcing physical conditions related to 
the transition process

Our main goal is to give advice to transgender people 
during their transition period. We aim to inform them 
at legal, medical and social stages of transition process, 
to assist them in getting familiar with their basic rights, 
to reinforce and to support them in order to render 
the transition process smoother. We aim to report 
discrimination occurred during transition process. We 
aim to lobby for amendment of the current legislation 
on the transition process, namely the article 40 of the 
Turkish Civil Code which reads: “Any person who wants 
to alter his or her sex, he or she may request to be given 
permission for alteration of gender by applying to court 
in person. But the applicant must have completed the age 
of eighteen years, be unmarried, besides being transsexual 
nature and must document indispensability of gender 
alteration in respect to his or her mental health and his 
or her permanently infertility through a report of a board 
of health provided from a medical education and research 
hospital. In case of confirmation through an official board 
of health report that a gender alteration surgery has been 

• 
•
• 
• 
• 
•

•
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materialized conveniently to the medical purpose and 
procedure in parallel with given permission, it may be 
decided to be done as a required correction in civil status 
registers by the court.” 

T-Der was founded in July 2013 and up to date, within 
this one year period, it has followed up 130 transgender 
people’s transition process, given advice and kept records.

Up to now, transition process of transgender people is not 
in the agenda of the Turkish LGBTT movement. Trans-
gender people have carried on this process through their 
own personal experiences they had had. Discriminatory 
actions and attitudes have not been well reported that is 
why they have not been visible. Transgender people need 
to be personally reinforced and to receive support from 
an organisation. Trans Consulting Centre (T-Der) aims to 
file and follow-up lawsuits, to inform people on medical 
process, to guide transgender people on where to consult 
during the process and to report discrimination occurred 
during this period. Moreover, T-Der will ensure interac-
tions among transgender people by way of group chats 
and social events. Besides, it targets to reinforce health 
institutions, to inform medical staff, to work with pub-
lic agents regarding transgender rights to access adequate 
health care as a part of the strategy plan.

Working Plan of the Organization:

Consultancy and Support: Minimum 200 transgender 
people will be advice via internet, telephone or face-to-
face meetings each year.
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Reporting: Each year, the organisation will regularly re-
port human rights violations occurred during the tran-
sition process, follow up lawsuits and these data’s will be 
collected into a book and published in English and in 
Turkish.

Networking: We will set up a sustainable communication 
network among trans men and trans women wherein they 
can exchange their personal experience and information 
among each other

Publication-Library: We will publish printed and visual 
works in order to constitute a printed and visual resource 
open to access of transgender people. We will set up a 
library related to LGBTT rights in general and to transition 
process and transsexuality in special context.

Conference: We will organise each year national and 
international conferences and panels (prioritising the 
participation of transgender people, decision makers, 
reprersantitve from civil society etc.) wherein new 
solutions will be discussed in order to sort out common 
problems of this subject.

Lobbying: We will visit public institutions working in 
relation with the transition process (Ministry of Health, 
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Family and Social Policies, 
etc.), member of parliaments and lobby for facilitating 
transition process.

International Works: We will organise common activities 
with international organisations dealing with transgender 
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transition process with the aim of comparing transition 
processes of other countries and set up new networks.
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“Transsexuals are one of the groups that go 
out of understanding of being physically 
“normal”. Changes on their bodies cause 
them to be seen by the majority and to be 
more discriminated.”

SOCIOLOGIST DERYA FERHAT

Data collection report
“I WAS REBORN”

2
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Introduction

LGBTI (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, and Intersex) 
movement began to gain visibility in Turkey in recent 
years thoroughly. Comparing to many western societies, 
although this issue is noticed late, it has become to be 
expressed in political and social areas. LGBTI, which is 
an umbrella concept corresponds to a fairly wide social 
structure, helps individuals, who identify themselves 
through gender identity and become minority for this 
reason.

In this context, works of LGBTI associations and activists 
are very important for understanding those “minorities” 
and recognizing their existence in social and political 
platforms. Defending fundamental rights to live of 
individuals who are exposed to discrimination, lose their 
lives, and are exposed to violence in everyday life, is one of 
the most important parts of social equality and to provide 
them visibility.  
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In this study, the concept of “T” indicates transgender 
people who are on the focus of this report. Transsexuality 
is not a concept about only women or only men. In a 
general sense, it is feeling like being someone from the 
opposite sex. In this context, it does not point to only 
the physical concepts but it also refers to the situation of 
individual’s inner world. 

Transsexuals are one of the groups that go out of under-
standing of being physically “normal”. Changes on their 
bodies cause them to be seen by the majority and to be 
more discriminated. Especially in the 1990s, transsexuals 
were embedded to social memory with the force of the tags 
of “transvestite terrorism” and “prostitution” by television 
screens and they were pushed out of moral rules, which are 
common in the society. In this context, harassment towards 
them was legitimized as this interviewee has put forward: 

“Besides, when I walk on the street, the bullies call me 
transvestite, they curse my mother, they curse in a sexist 
way. And there is a thing that I am “dönme” (public 
saying of transsexual) according to the people here, 
firstly do I have to be a sex worker and secondly do I have 
to sleep with everyone because I am “dönme”? I mean 
someone comes on the road and I don’t know how they 
got that courage but he asks me if he can get to know me. 
If he did it to a non-transsexual woman she would have 
shouted and screamed at him, and as he guesses that, 
he can’t come close to a biological woman at least not 
that easily, I think. But because I am transsexual, we are 
transsexual, I don’t know maybe he thinks that I would 
say yes to him.” (Z, 2014)
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Moreover, the families of the transsexuals are not standing 
in a different position from the rest of the society. The 
families who expect to “normalization” of their children 
through pressure and intimidation, actually play a great role 
in their exclusion from the society. The pressure from the 
family and the other institutions such as school, etc. force 
individuals to live in a manner that they do not want to.

The importance of this work emerges at this point. Works 
of Trans Danışma Merkezi Derneği (Counselling Centre 
for Transgender People Association) that was founded to 
provide a database as well as opportunity to organize for 
the Trans individuals who are exposed to marginalization 
beginning from their closest environment, are quite 
important. It serves as a guide for the individuals who will 
experience the similar processes. Its works are remarkable 
though few researchers and limited capacity.
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METHODOLOGY

In the present study, in depth interviews were conducted 
with 30 trans people, especially in the three major cities. 
Nicknames were asked to indicate by interviewers prior 
to interviews. Those nicknames will be used to refer the 
quotations of interviewees in the rest of the present report. 
The questionnaire which was administered to interviewees 
consists of five sections. The first section is about personal 
information and identification of interviewees. In the 
second section, interviewees’ experiences about their 
gender and sexual orientation which comes from the past 
were asked them. In the third section, questions about 
health process of the gender transition period were asked. 
While the fourth section includes some questions about 
legal issues; in the last section, general evaluations about 
the present research were asked to indicate. 
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First Section:

Demographic 
Information

First section consists of the demographic information of 
thirty participants. First to mention the range of age; 13 
out of 30 participants are included by the range of 17-24, 
and 11 of them are in the range of 25-30. As it can be seen 
from the chart pie below, this corresponds to very young 
population of sample.

THE RANGE OF PARTICIPANTS’ AGE

17-24

25-30

31-35
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This might be interpreted as pointing to the visibility of the 
young individuals more. It mights stem from the facilities 
to access the information in the context of changing 
social conditions. The development of communication 
technologies and the spread of utilization of them is quite 
influential on that. 

Through these facilities, individuals, minimizing the 
disadvantages of spatial separations, might have the 
opportunity to find the other people like themselves 
enhancing the sharing of information and experiences. 
Besides that, the increase in the number of the associations 
working on LGBTI rights as well as the social awareness as 
a result of that might pave the way for young generation to 
be more active on this transition period.

Gender Identity

Sexual Orientation

TRANS man

heterosexual

bisexual

PANSExual

unspecified

TRANS woman
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13 participants are trans women, and 17 of them are 
trans men. The vast majority of the participants define 
themselves as heterosexual. Besides, the domicile of the 
participants reveal important evidences for analysis. 
Keeping in mind that the sample is not generalizable to 
whole country, it is observed that participants live in the 
large cities.

city

İSTANBUL

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

İZMİR ANKARA ESKİŞEHİR NEVŞEHİR unknown

26 out of 30 participants dwell in İstanbul, Ankara, and 
İzmir. Accordingly, we might say that it is easier for a person 
to live in large cities in accordance to his/her own demands 
staying anonymous, rather than in other Anatolian cities. 
The majority of the participants have  reported that they 
left the cities they were born or their families live in and 
started to dwell in big cities. In order to do that they use the 
important issues such as education, and job as an “excuse”, 
in a sense. The table of education levels of participants is an 
explanatory finding proving this situation.
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According to the chart above, majority of the participants 
continued their education after the high school. This is 
related to the economic structure of the families. However, 
it should be noted that; the individuals who have the 
opportunity to Access the university education might be 
more active on sexual transition process yet, the individuals 
who don’t have financial means or don’t have a chance to 
escape from their families and the social norms and thus 
are not able to get involved in sexual transition process 
should be considered as well. For this reason, considering 
this sample, generalizations such as “education level is 
high among Trans individuals” may not be reflecting 
the truth. As in every aspects of the life, the visibility 
of Trans individuals are not all that possible under the 
accepted norms in the education life also. There are many 
individuals whose education lives are paralyzed because 

Education Level

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

unıversıty 
graduate

unıversıty 
student

hıgh school
graduate

hıgh school
student

hıgh school
dropout

doctorate
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of their genders and/or their sexual orientations. Besides 
the problems they have during the formal education, these 
individuals have to be faced with many problems during 
university years, such as housing, being in the first place.

“I don’t want to talk in details but I stayed in a girls’ 
dormitory during some time in my university life. This 
was a huge problem for me. That was the biggest dis-
crimination I have experienced during my education 
life. I can say that. According to me, this is one of the 
most important issues for transsexual people even in 
college, dormitories, elementary school or high school. 
Problem of sheltering.” (Atlas, 2014)

“In that place, I suffered so much, I was marginalized. 
I stayed in a dormitory for girls while I was studying 
in university. Some girl told people that I was a les-
bian. But there is a thing, he called me, he said that 
they would kick me out of the dorm. I wasn’t caught 
neither during having a relationship nor in an other 
way. I might have done something else there. Maybe I 
had a fight, cursed or stole money. I thought if I was ex-
coriated due to one of those things. I asked the reason 
why they throw me out of the dormitory. He said that I 
knew what I had done. Even if I am a lesbian and slept 
with that girl, is that the end of the world? He men-
tioned it like it was something horrible. I felt very bad. 
And they threw me out. Then they got scared. They did 
something bad, they made me upset and because they 
didn’t know what would happen next, they got scared 
too. Every time they saw me, they turned their heads. 
Besides I have no idea how the girl who was talking 
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about me proved her argument about me. How can you 
make someone get kicked out of the dormitory? I have 
no idea how the opposite side believed that too. There 
are hidden details, I mean.” (Sarp, 2014)

Besides; if we make a comparison on gender identity and 
education level, it is seen that both trans men and women 
particpants concentrate on undergraduate and graduate 
education.

Gender Identity and Education Level 
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graduate
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student
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dropout

doctorate
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The reason for this result might be the reality that indi-
viduals are much more comfortable to make a decision 
about their lives after 18, since there are laws and social 
norms restricting them before that. As it was determined 
by the laws, an individual must be at least 18 years of age 
to fulfil the requirements of sex change. Moreover, during 
the university education, individuals’ easier accession to 
the information and experiences about transtion process 
might be another reason. Thus, communication via LGB-
TI associations in universities is very important.
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Second Section: 

Childhood 
and Social Attitudes

In this section, some analyses about participants’ social-
ization processes that were experienced in childhood and 
adolescence, and initial experiences that are related to 
their gender transition process will be given. 

First, all of the participants indicated that, their relation-
ship with their biological sex starting from early child-
hood period, was outside of the society’s expectations. In 
these periods, it may be seen that many of them are not 
aware of the ‘normal’ and they define themselves as “girls” 
or “boys” instinctively. 

Two of the Trans male interviewers indicated that they 
think from the age of 4-5, they would have a “pipi” when 
they grow up.

“I was in the age that I had no gender perception. One 
day they told me to “show it”. When the others showed 
it I understood that something was missing from me. 
Others were older than me. I said it would grow later 
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from my body. Since that day nothing has grown.” 
(Şimşek, 2014)

“I am a man since the day I was born. One day my 
cousin got circumcised and I asked myself why I hadn’t 
got one yet? The answer to that question hurt me and 
I have never accepted that answer... If I recall correctly 
I was 6 years old... I remember praying to god every 
night after that day, saying “please god, give me my pe-
nis back” and it would be in its place when I wake up... 
I am a man, I even shouted at people that “I am a man” 
when I was 4 years old. Actually involuntarily, I had 
already discovered my gender identity in that age... But 
my family never realized it...” (Yalnız Adam, 2014)

In addition, some of them think that the body that they 
were born in will change and take shape the way they feel.

“Let me tell you that, I thought I was a man until my 
5 age. I thought I was biologically male and one day 
in kindergarten as they always ask anyone, the teachers 
asked me what would I be in the future. And I said I 
would be a father, that day I understood that I am not 
a biological male. I was punished, they made me look 
at the wall, and I was so bored. Also I have experienced 
the same thing in the family, I said I would be a father 
and they said that I couldn’t. We kept arguing about it 
for so long then I understood what was going on. The 
problems start with the first day of puberty, anyway. 
Besides I am kind of a person that has never looked 
his front area while urinating. I had to look there once 
when I was 12 and that was enough for me.” (R, 2014)
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The experience of R mentioned above, not only exem-
plifies the feelings of the individual’s in early childhood 
period, but also shows how society punishes the individ-
uals that go out of the norms of the society. This condi-
tion, reveals that gender transition is not a disease or a 
deviance as the “normal” stresses; on the contrary, it as 
an undeniable state that comes from individuals’ nature. 
Since Individuals do not have perception of gender at very 
young age, we see that the child’s self-perception is effec-
tive. Moreover, as can be seen in the following example, 
child is well aware of what makes her/his happy even in 
the early ages. 

“I was 2,5 years old, some people don’t believe it they 
say how could I remember my 2,5 age but I remember 
it because it was the day that I was circumcised, both 
me and my brother got circumcised. And there is a fact 
that my brother was crying and I don’t know why, I 
got so happy, my mother tells so that I was so happy 
that neither I screamed nor I shouted. Then they put a 
skirt on me after the circumcision and I really enjoyed 
wearing that in those ages.” (Z, 2014)

In addition, it is important to note that the situation has 
nothing to do with upbringing styles; because family 
structure in the society surrounds the child’s socializa-
tion with heteronormative rules. Furthermore, they still 
observe these rules in several areas such as clothing, toys, 
and in the areas of domestic life.

“During childhood, they take you to a nice store. Girly 
clothes, miniskirts. Lots of hairpins were on my hair. 
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Of course they were excited, they had a child, they 
didn’t know exactly what to do and also they wanted 
to show other people that they have a daughter. There 
is something going on in there, they accept you as a 
woman, as their daughter. That experience is so pain-
ful.” (Sarp, 2014)

“I kept insisting to use the male bathroom when I was 
5. I have always felt like a man but I learned I can de-
scribe myself as a trans man when I was in university.” 
(Mahir, 2014)

Another important point is that awareness-raising time 
and form of these feelings come up in childhood. Many of 
Trans male participants think about the necessity of phys-
ical changes, after the feeling of discomfort starting with 
the physical changes in puberty.

“I lived as I feel since my childhood. I had more trouble 
after my puberty. They appeared after that time. You 
know, breasts. It was hard then.” (Kuzey, 2014)

The burden of physical differentiation is a situation that 
participants who do not begin yet or who has begun re-
cently to their transition process still feel. A Trans woman 
interviewee said that she condemned and marginalized 
herself with the glances of people who see her beards at 
the very beginning of the process. On the other hand, it 
is very hard for Trans men to try to hide breasts with the 
corset closure. For this reason, in this period of change it 
is important to take decisions.
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The majority of interviewees have faced with repression 
and violence on occasion after coming out to their fami-
lies and friends. The situation is perceived as a psycholog-
ical disorder especially in families and should be treated. 
In addition, some interviewees indicated that they have 
been thought as “homosexuals”, which do not create much 
distress. However, when they declare that they are “trans”, 
then the mild atmosphere dissolves. Besides, we may also 
mention that there is tendency to prevent necessary oper-
ations for gender transition. 

“I first talked to my elderly brother in 2002,when I got 
thrown out of the army my father learned in 2005 and 
after him my sister and my mother found out in different 
years. Of course because they can’t understand how to 
be a transsexual individual or maybe because I couldn’t 
talk to them directly, I said I like men and I am a wom-
an, they comprehend me as a homosexual, their reaction 
was so bad but it got better in time.” (Duru, 2014)

The first information about the gender transition process 
acquired generally through friends and people who have 
experienced it previously. There are also participants who 
contact with associations via their friends. However, a 
notable point is that most of the information is acquired 
through internet. They learn basic information about the 
process from the virtual environment to verify the accu-
racy of information.

“I started searching information about gender transi-
tion process in the middle of the 12th class, 2 years 
from now. Actually I was searching through the inter-
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net. After I got accepted to the university, I went to the 
voluntary organizations to gain an extensive knowl-
edge. Then, I applied to the hospital.” (Z, 2014)

“I started my research last year, the only place that I 
got information was the internet and cyber world and 
then I started talking to lots of friends who knows 
about this process and thanks to them I learned a lot.” 
(Ali Efe, 2014)

When interviewees were asked about the priorities about 
their Trans identities, most of the answers indicate phys-
ical changes. Interviewees who have aesthetic concerns, 
start by breast surgery or epilation. However, it can be said 
that these concerns are less especially in Trans men.

“My priority is to have the genital organ I want. And 
then breasts, actually ID card’s colour is not important 
because my neighbourhood knows and I know myself, 
ID is actually a legal process, I don’t care about it but 
my body is my priority, I care about my body.” (Z, 2014)

“Firstly, I want to have a body that I feel I belong to, 
because believe me a person who feels like a semi per-
son can’t even focus the things that s/he can achieve. 
Of course I want to be completely a man, my beards 
would grow, I would wear clothes which make me feel I 
can express myself freely but we should not forget that 
we are always hiding ourselves, for example I am using 
corset to cover something’s, it doesn’t matter if it’s cold 
or hot or disturbing, we keep suffering from these..” 
(Ali Efe, 2014)
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Besides, the point highlighted by Demet Yanardağ is also 
very important: 

“I think society is imposing the hormone application 
and esthetical changes. Actually I am against the aes-
thetic perception too but you might have to have some 
plastic surgeries in order to work as a sex worker. It’s 
not about being transsexual, it is about the work. Ac-
tually it is an investment to the body for most of the 
transsexuals. Besides that if some part of your body af-
fect your psychology in a bad way, you can change it, 
I think it is normal to do so.” (Demet Yanardağ, 2014) 

Significant emphasis is employment. Trans individuals are 
unable to exist in communal areas, and they also cannot 
have financial resources to earn their living. Except from 
sex work, they expose to discrimination and violence. In 
other words, they cannot find any work that society nor-
malize. In this case, sex work is becoming a necessity. In 
this case, except in rare cases, they may be forced to make 
certain transition operations even they do not want. 

On the other hand, there are also some Trans individuals 
who give the priority to change their identity cards in or-
der to get a job. Having an official identification card which 
shows the body that they want to have, both provides ap-
pearing socially and taking part economically as well.

“It is important for me to feel safe and comfortable 
when I show my id card. And it is also important in 
employment too, essential to apply for a job. There is 
nothing in common between my profession and my 
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job, if I had the blue ID card there would have been no 
expectation from me but when they see me as a man 
but my id’s pink, there is a distress. They directly say 
that I am rejected in job applications...” (R, 2014)
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Third Section: 

Health

In this section, we will try to understand the operations that 
participants’ went through and other subjects about health.

The first thing that the individuals who have their first 
step in gender transition process do about their health is 
starting hormone application. Hormone application helps 
the individuals who don’t have comfort with their body to 
be relaxed at least and also accessing and using it is easier 
due to sharing of the experiences.

Hormone Application

yes no unknown
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5

10

15

20
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22 out of 30 participants indicate that they use hormones. 
Half of the participants say that they have started it in 
consultation with doctors and the others tell that they 
took their own initiative to start. 

“Hormone is a wonderful thing. The fact that my body 
has already started changing and keeps changing, 
strengthens me. I mean as my voice becomes lower, it 
becomes louder. I feel like less eyes are looking at me, I 
hear less whispers around me.” (Özgür, 2014)

We can see in the other answers of the question “After 
starting the gender transition process what kind of chang-
es occurred in your daily life?” hormone is pointed out.

“There have been peace, happiness. After I started ap-
plying the hormone and people started to call me “mis-
ter” under the effect of my voice, hair and beard, there 
was an explosion of self-confidence in me, I have no 
idea what will happen after I finish the process.” 
(Kerem, 2014)

Physical changes make individuals to feel more comfort-
able in public areas and in some way it reduces the social 
oppression.

Besides 11 participants haven’t had any surgical operation 
yet. Also there are some interviewers who have surgical 
plans but wait for the bureaucratic procedures to be com-
pleted or the right time for themselves. 
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Friend’s advice is also important in other health issues 
other than hormone treatment. The doctors and hospi-
tals which previous patients have experienced is chosen. 
Within this context, constituting a database about accom-
plishing this process in a more healthy and peaceful way is 
essential in the upcoming years. Thereby, the process can 
become healthier in order to apply the well-conditioned 
doctors and hospitals and also precautions can be taken 
toward the doctors and hospitals which discriminate and 
have transphobia. 

More than half of the participants who had surgical 
operations indicate that they applied to private hospitals 
and clinics. When we ask the reason, they remark that the 
procedures take so long and the service quality is not so 
good in public hospitals.

Surgical Operation
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“There was a reason for that. Process is not long. Pro-
cess is easy. I saw the surgery videos and photos of the 
previous operations. I liked, admired them. They were 
experienced. That’s why I chose that place.” 
(Naz, 2014)

We should indicate that Naz had this service in abroad 
(Bangkok). We can say that length of this process in Tur-
key and besides that the attitude of the hospital employee 
is effective in this tendency.

The ones who had preferred the public hospital empha-
size that they couldn’t afford other options economically. 
Under the circumstances, we can say that the government 
is far away from giving its own citizens the equal right 
to health. Obviously, it is a fact that very people benefit 
from their rights to health properly in Turkey. But being 
a transsexual individual, is making a bad situation worse.

Almost all the ones that have operation, apply the doc-
tors and hospitals which their friends or previous patients 
have experienced and recommend. Concordantly, the 
communications network which transsexual individuals 
establish between each other is practically effective. 

“I searched, it was successful. I consult previous pa-
tients and almost all of them gave positive references, 
then I made more other research’s and finally I went 
there and had the operation.” (Demet Yanardağ, 2014)

“There were some acquaintances who applied him. The 
results were good. I was impressed by what I saw. And 
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one thing is that he made the payment more convenient 
for me. I don’t know. But I am satisfied.” (Nevin, 2014)

Again Uğur indicates that he made his choice on doctor 
and hospital is based on what he heard: “I heard it too 
much from my environment. That’s why I went there.”

When asked about hospitals, we can see that they also 
received treatment at university hospitals like Hacettepe 
University, Ege University and Dokuz Eylül Universi-
ty beside private hospitals. Among private hospitals The 
Private Çamlıca Hospital and The Private Gazi Hospital 
were a couple of the hospitals named. Some subjects did 
not want to name the doctors, but the doctors Mustafa 
Şengezer, Harun Özkan and Mehmet Emin Soysal were 
the most mentioned. When Güneş mentioned Harun 
Özkan’s name, Güneş also said: “I picked him because he 
was known to be the best doctor in this area in Turkey” 
(Güneş, 2014). As mentioned before, beginning the gen-
der transition process positively effects the social pres-
ence of the individual. “Re-constructing” the body they 
are unhappy gives them the motivation to go on fighting. 
Of course, the discrimination they face in their daily life 
does not end completely but people expressed that they 
felt more comfortable in bodies that were more consistent. 

“I started feeling much better psychologically. My en-
vironment changed. My house mates taught me how to 
make-up and I am still learning. And interesting things 
are happening, this last month people have started to 
think I am a biological woman when I have no beard. 
This has made me very happy. Actually, this makes me 
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take responsibility because women talk about what 
other women wear. This happened to me too. Before I 
wasn’t very careful, but now I’m going through a dif-
ferent experience, people are gossiping about me.” 
(Z, 2014). 

There are also other participants that got very negative re-
sponses and ended up changing their entire environment.

“Everything changed. The school I finished turned into 
nothing. It did no good. I fell apart with my family. 
I lost all my friends, my normal friends. Everything 
changed, head to toe.” (Dilan, 2014). 

There also were subjects that experienced no change in 
practice apart from spiritual satisfaction, and continued 
living the same way they used to be living. 

“Actually not much changed. The only thing that 
changed is I took a step and soon I will be who I wanted 
to be. It is a plus for me that the person inside me will 
now be visible other than that it is all the same.” 
(R, 2014) 

“Nothing changed. Nothing changed. I think I only 
satisfied my own soul”. (Naz, 2014) 

Interviewees were also asked if they were hesitant before 
applying to hospitals. The answer to this question varied. 
While some expressed that they would apply, others said 
that they preferred waiting out the healing period at home 
because they feared discrimination. One of the most im-
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portant reasons behind this is that they lack an official 
identity. When information on the identity card does not 
match their physical appearance they may face verbal ha-
rassment by hospital personnel. 

“I go very easily, but only to Hacettepe. If I have to go 
to other hospitals I stop and think about it. I become 
more hesitant and go to the hospital with more ques-
tions on my mind. Because I am familiar with Hac-
ettepe’s reaction. But when I go to a state hospital or a 
different training and research hospital I honestly do 
feel hesitant. Their reactions can be different, and have 
been. Once I got ill, the doctor gave me a weird look 
and said that this was wrong, kind of like shameful. 
And it isn’t just the doctors but also the people that 
came to the hospital. It was the same people but they 
would look at me as if I was weird, like a different spe-
cies. Once a doctor insisted on using the name on my 
identity card although I had told him my own name. I 
don’t know how to put it but it upset me. These things 
demoralize you.” (Z, 2014) 

Although when starting the sentence Z, said he/she could 
go to the hospital freely, the discrimination Z. experi-
enced shows that when individuals experience bad treat-
ment they don’t pay attention to it. This may be due to the 
limited nature of events, or due to the internalization of 
mistreatment. 

“No, I do not go. I can’t go. I am very hesitant, I always 
think I will be discriminated. I usually ignore my ill-
nesses. I wait to get better at home or use traditional 
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remedies. If I have a headache I take a pill instead of 
going to the doctors. Because I am trans, health care 
facilities are extra hard for me.” (Atlas, 2014)
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Fourth Section: 

Law

As mentioned before, the colour of the identity card is 
very important. It causes problems both at work and in 
the utilization of basic human rights. 

“I avoid official businesses due to the colour of my 
identity card. I worked without insurance because of 
this. When I rented an apartment I gave them a pho-
tocopy of my identity card, I think they figured it out 
though. It wasn’t an easy thing to do. I look young so I 
need to show my identity (student card) when entering 
a bar and when I am buying cigarettes.” (Özgür, 2014) 

Even though these problems occur, Atlas doesn’t want to 
change the identity card:

“I do not think of getting my identity card changed 
at this point. As a trans individual my pink identity 
card is important to me. I’m thinking about advocacy. 
It means more to me to win my rights like this.” 
(Atlas, 2014)  
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“Actually, to me it doesn’t matter. The general percep-
tion is that men get a blue identity card and women get 
a pink one. In many ways the pink identity card has 
different advantages. If you ask me my identity card 
wouldn’t even have a colour. When I think about the 
legal advantages the government offers me I also want a 
pink identity card. I want to use these rights as a wom-
an. Because I cannot use those rights like this.” 
(Demet Yanardağ, 2014) 

Trans people use a communication network they built 
amongst themselves to discuss legal processes. They share 
their experiences on application forms and the processes. 
They also receive help from organizations like T-Der. In 
general they have plenty information about the legal pro-
cess but they complain about the duration of bureaucratic 
processes. 

“It’s sickening that they keep patients in this situation 
waiting for so long. They’ve already waited half their 
lives and it is only just beginning for them. It would be 
more beneficial if the processes were sped up.” 
(Ali Efe, 2014)

Beside the duration some legal necessities can be prob-
lematic for trans individuals. Especially, the necessity to 
lack reproductive abilities, the age limit and the marital 
status restrictions delay individuals from starting the legal 
procedures. The castration policy can be seen as a basic 
human rights violation but it functions to strengthen the 
heteronormative family structure. 
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“The procedures need to be changed a bit. It should be 
accessible to everybody. Not duration. I think this is the 
most important. The clause that forces sterility, do you 
think this is a violation of rights? To not be able to re-
produce. Actually when I think about it, it doesn’t make 
sense. As for age, yes. Not being married is the sensible 
thing for a trans individual anyway.” (Kuzey, 2014)

Most probably, discrimination is what trans individuals 
face most systematically in their daily lives. Experiences 
shared show that subjects have faced discrimination at 
least once at work, home or school. With acts that can be 
violent maybe individuals are desensitised towards looks 
and verbal acts. 

“Where should I begin, from work, from school or from 
what happened in my family? It happens a lot so I’ll 
start from the simplest. When you start working they 
expect to see a woman, you have a pink identity card. 
But there you are standing there looking completely 
like a guy. They get appalled. They start attacking 
psychologically. They expect a lovely lady, one that 
they can harass. Then they start putting pressure on 
you and push you to resign. They force jobs you cannot 
do on you. If you keep resisting they start attacking you 
psychologically.” (R, 2014)

“Many times. My family discriminated a lot. They did 
not accept me as a girl, but they also wouldn’t give me 
the same rights my brother had. You know the rights a 
boy got naturally, I didn’t have them either. I was stuck 
in between with no rights at all. This was the worst dis-
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crimination. And what else; I was right at the begin-
ning of the transition period and there was still a lot I 
didn’t know. I didn’t know there was a woman’s hair-
dresser, a trans’s hairdresser and a night hairdresser. 
We very innocently walked into a woman’s hairdresser. 
We didn’t get beaten up or anything but we were torn 
down and attacked psychologically, and humiliated. I 
can never forget that day. It was terrible.” (Dilan, 2014)

Under these circumstances they do not think there is any 
authority they can report these discriminatory acts to. 
Only one of interviewees expressed that they would go to 
the police. The rest are left to defend themselves alone. One 
of the interviewees went to the police to report a burglary 
and what happened shows that existing authorities are far 
from protecting the rights of trans individuals.

“You will have to spend money. Hire a lawyer and 
struggle. If you prefer to handle the matter on your 
own without hiring a lawyer; like I said the government 
still doesn’t recognize us. According to them there 
aren’t any homosexuals in Turkey. And they won’t even 
pay any attention if I as a trans individual file in any 
complaint. I’ll tell you a very good example of this. Last 
year I went to Istanbul. For an operation on my nose. 
Something went wrong and I had to come to Ankara. 
Next day, I have the operation. The day after I wanted 
to leave Ankara. I wasn’t able to get a bus or a plane, not 
because I didn’t have money, it was the middle of the 
night. It was around 1 am. I found a cab somehow and 
we came to Ankara. The driver stole my cell phone and 
my laptop. Yeah. He took advantage of my condition. 
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My face was all swollen. I was very tired. We got to 
Ankara around 6-7 in the morning. Anyway, I wanted 
to file a complaint so I went to the police station. The 
insults directed to me by police officers were disgusting. 
I had a row with one of the policemen. Anyway, in the 
end I was a trans. My face and eyes were swollen. I 
had bandages on my head. But I had gone there with 
women’s clothes. I was furious that day. The police 
officer said, Mr İlkay. And I said to the officer, you’re 
being rude. He said, stop being rude, just go mind your 
own business. I’m there trying to give a statement, my 
whole face all swollen. I said, you see I am a trans. I’m 
not wearing men’s clothes. I hit my fist on the table and 
said if you are the cop to take my statement that’s just 
what you are going to do. You see what I am wearing 
anyway. You will call me a lady. Last week I got to read 
the officer’s statement. It was on the 20th I think. They 
called me back in. The prosecutor office needed a new 
statement. I wanted to read my statement to confirm, 
because back then I was still under the influence of 
narcosis. I never thought to get a photocopy I was 
unwell and had had a fight with the officer. The officer 
had written casper phone and Nokia laptop in the 
report. How silly can a police officer be. Well yeah I was 
tired, light headed from the narcosis but come on, I’ve 
never heard of a Casper brand phone or a Nokia brand 
laptop. He had it all mixed up. This was one year ago. 
Last week when I re-read the report, the police officer 
said, this was a different one, “what kind of a statement 
is this, what brands are these? I said, no that was one 
of your colleagues that wrote that down. He wanted to 
make fun of me. I gave a very clear statement. We had 
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a big fight with him. If I see him now I’d strangle him. 
I’m very angry. Of course I will think. But if he had 
said that thing to me, I read a book once. Bert Fellinger 
says – he is a German author, he wrote a marvellous 
book. He says, that if in a situation like this if you did 
not go after it, there is a higher justice. A divine justice. 
You didn’t bother with it, you gave up, but there is a 
divine justice. Even if it isn’t in the near future, he says 
their children or their grandchildren will pay for it. 
And he also wrote about homosexuality. He says that 
maybe on my fathers or my mother’s family someone 
said something bad or maybe hurt a gay kid, maybe my 
granddad or his dad or one of my ancestors, well in the 
later generations there will be a homosexual kid, and 
in my family that’s me. So it shows up in the following 
generations. When the police officer said that, I wanted 
to do something but I didn’t. Because he is a police 
officer. The government and the police officer are all 
the same. So yeah, there is a divine justice. It works out 
somehow.” (Elif, 2014)

This discriminatory attitude is not limited to areas where 
heteronormative rules are valid. When we asked about 
discrimination within trans individuals apart from three 
subjects that said they had no idea the others answered 
positive. We can say that trans individuals marginalize 
each other because of aesthetic concerns or physical ap-
pearances. If someone is or isn’t more feminine/masculine 
this may become a basis of discrimination. 

“If you are very close to a female look, if you have a 
thin voice then its ok. But if you are a very masculine 
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trans, or if you are a feminine trans male then there can 
be very serious humiliations. Because society wants 
what is familiar. If you look like a woman then they’ll 
say yeah this works. We can do with that. But if you 
are a masculine trans they say you shouldn’t be. But in 
reality they cannot know your soul. Maybe that person 
is even more feminine than the others.” (Dilan, 2014)

This shows how patriarchal impositions are internalized 
and calls for a political stand in campaigning. In their own 
areas of power individuals try to be superior than others, 
despite what they have experienced. 
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CONCLUSION

In this section interviewees were asked about member-
ships in LGBTI associations, what they expect from these 
associations and their opinion on this research. 

Out of 30 subjects, 10 were members of a LGBTI asso-
ciation, 5 volunteered in activates. 13 of the rest did not 
have any memberships, and 2 did not answer the ques-
tion. Generally, the associations and being a member of 
an association was received positively. Savaş was critical:

“No, I am not a member of any association. And I have 
never considered becoming a member of one. Under 
the LGBT tag they only make time for having fun, 
but when it comes to supporting sex workers or oth-
er things they do not support it or do not attend any 
meetings. That’s why I do not like the associations.” 
(Savaş, 2014)

Counselling and campaigning for rights were most prom-
inent amongst expectations from the associations. Many 
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interviewees thought that LGBTI associations should act 
quicker and more efficient when faced with a bad or un-
known situation. 

“We have to look out for each other. Everyone needs to 
support each other in this tough road.” (Ali Efe, 2014)

“What I expect from an LGBTI association is advoca-
cy for rights and sharing experiences. I think that the 
more we can share our experiences and defend our 
rights the better. For example, I can share my experi-
ence with people that have no knowledge. Or I can re-
fer people to lawyers that will work with them not only 
for the profit. I’ve seen lawyers that charge more just 
because their client is a trans.” (Demet Yanardağ, 2014) 

“Actually my expectation is; not just a quantitative 
structure, but a qualitative structure. Today it seems 
like everyone that wanted to start an association went 
and did. Everyone that had a fight with someone went 
and started a separate organization. What might we 
need here, maybe professionalism. If we lose our pro-
fessionalism then LGBTI associations lose their im-
pact. You may have personal problems, but you can still 
talk. Associations should collaborate. The opposite and 
just leaving is wrong. We already are alienated. When 
we alienate each other we just keep getting divided.” 
(Sarp, 2014) 

Naz stated that associations have trouble reaching out to 
their target audiences:
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“These associations can’t reach out to LGBTI individu-
als, in my opinion they fail to communicate, or to cre-
ate an intimacy. Maybe this is what these associations 
lack.” (Naz, 2014)

Another question asked in the final section was partners. 
This question was asked to understand if these individu-
als that are alienated by society were getting support from 
people close to them. Interviewees that had partners ex-
pressed that they were supported throughout their pro-
cess. Of course there were also interviewees that were left 
by their partners because they are trans individuals. Being 
able to maintain an emotional relationship ties individu-
als that are pushed into solidarity to life and helps them 
start or finalize their process. 

As seen in this section interviewees were pleased to take 
part in this research. It means a lot to them to find out that 
there are people listening to them. 

Finally, one of the main things that can be said about this 
research is that it may function as a guide on gender tran-
sition processes. A similar research has not been carried 
out up to date. And it is important to note that develop-
ing a network among trans individuals and using this net-
work to tackle problems has an important role. The limit-
ed number of participants may make it hard to generalize 
the research. For this reason, wider and deeper research is 
needed.
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